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ABSTRACT
Poly(caprolactone-b-2-vinylpyridine) (PCL–P2VP) coated with folate-conjugated M13 (FA–M13) provides a nanosized delivery system which is capable of encapsulating hydrophobic antitumor drugs such as doxorubicin (DOX). The DOX-loaded FA–M13–PCL–P2VP assemblies had an average diameter of approximately 200 nm and their structure was characterized using transmission electron microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and dynamic light scattering. The particles were stable at physiological pH but could be degraded at a lower pH. The release of DOX from the nanoassemblies under acidic conditions was shown to be significantly faster than that observed at physiological pH. In addition, the DOX-loaded FA–M13–PCL–P2VP particles showed a distinctly greater cellular uptake and cytotoxicity against folate-receptor-positive cancer cells than folate-receptor-negative cells, indicating that the receptor facilitates folate uptake via receptor-mediated endocytosis. Furthermore, the DOX-loaded particles also had a significantly higher tumor uptake and selectivity compared to free DOX. This study therefore offers a new way to fabricate nanosized drug delivery vehicles.
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1. Introduction
The development of nanosized targeted drug delivery vehicles in cancer chemotherapy in order to improve the effectiveness of drug delivery vehicles while minimizing toxic effects on normal cells has attracted great attention in the past decades [1–6]. Unfortunately, problems such as toxicity, stability, and immunoresistance remain potential concerns [4]. Recently, there has been increased interest in the use of viruses or bacteriophages as nanotemplates for biomaterial [7–13] and biomedical studies [14–18]. Viruses and bacteriophages have well-defined structures and can be easily modified with different functional units [19–22]. In particular, they offer a polyvalent ligand-display scaffold that can enhance the cell targeting efficiency towards tumor cells [15, 19, 23, 24]. More importantly, several viruses and bacteriophages appear to be safe and non-toxic based on the results from in vivo studies [14, 25, 26]. Our group has previously reported that core–shell nanoassemblies of virus or virus-like particles and copolymers can be readily formed with controllable size distribution [27–30]. Herein, we demonstrate that the assembly of the
folate-grafted filamentous bacteriophage M13 with the copolymer poly(caprolactone-b-2-vinylpyridine) (PCL–P2VP), a biodegradable polymer, can serve as a potential scaffold for drug delivery.

M13 is a filamentous bacteriophage with a single strand deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) genome 6,407 nucleotides long, enclosed by 2,700 copies of the major coat protein P8 [31–34]. M13 can be inexpensively purified in large quantity and has been employed extensively in many applications ranging from functional materials to novel biomedical applications [19, 35, 36]. The structure of the M13 bacteriophage is well-defined and can be genetically engineered to produce conductive fibers [35] or display peptides or proteins in controlled orientations [31, 36, 37]. Additionally, a variety of functionalities, including drugs [19, 38–41], arginine–glycine–aspartic (RGD) peptides [36], and fluorescent dyes [42, 43], can be chemically anchored on the surface of M13 bacteriophage. Our group has systematically investigated the bioconjugation chemistry of M13, and used such modified M13 phages to produce conductive nanofibers [35], direct cell growth [36], and target cancer cells [44]. More importantly, recent human clinical trials have reported that bacteriophage M13 can cross the blood-brain barrier and does not exhibit significant toxicity or immune response in humans [45], which highlights the potential application of M13 bacteriophage in drug delivery.

In this paper, M13 bacteriophage was used together with a block copolymer, PCL–P2VP, to form core–shell nanoassemblies, which can entrap hydrophobic drugs as depicted in Fig. 1. In order to specifically target cancer cells, folic acid was used to conjugate to the N-terminal and/or surface lysine residues of M13 as described previously [44]. It is well known that several malignant tissues over-express the folate receptor [46, 47]. Using M13 as carrier, folate moieties can cluster on the surface of M13 with control over the spacing and orientation, which allows for multivalent target–receptor interactions, a principle of polyvalency [48], and can improve the binding and targeting significantly. PCL–P2VP was chosen because it contains a biodegradable hydrophobic block (PCL) and a polar, hydrogen bonding, pH-sensitive block (P2VP) [49, 50]. Moreover, it has been reported that PCL–P2VP can be used in drug encapsulation [49]. In the final core–shell structure, the PCL–P2VP copolymer comprises the core and the folate-conjugated M13 forms the shell, incorporated with doxorubicin (DOX) as a prototypical antitumor drug. KB cells (a human nasopharyngeal cell line) overexpressing folate receptors were used to evaluate the in vitro malignant cell uptake [46, 47, 51], while human mesenchymal stem cells (HMSCs), which lack folate receptors, were used as a negative control.

2. Results and discussion

2.1 Synthesis and characterization of the FA–M13–PCL–P2VP nanoassemblies

It has been reported that the modification of nanoparticles with folic acid is one of the strategies to enhance specific cellular uptake via receptor-mediated endocytosis [46]. In order to enhance the interaction between the particle and cells, folic acid was chosen to conjugate to the M13 via the N-ethyl-N’-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) coupling reaction as depicted in Fig. 2. The folate-conjugated M13 (FA–M13) was prepared and characterized as previously described [44, 52]. A successful folate-conjugated M13 was analyzed using matrix-assisted laser desorption mass spectrometry (MALDI–MS), and the results showed that the molecular mass of the folic acid-modified M13 subunit was 5,663 m/z, while the unmodified M13 subunit was 5,238 m/z (Fig. 2), which indicated that the majority of the modified protein subunits are mono-derivatized with folic acid. Folic acid contains two carboxylic acid groups and it is difficult to identify the reactive one in our study. However, similar studies reported in the
literature have suggested that the carboxylic group at the γ position is more sterically accessible towards carbodiimide activated amidation reactions [53].

DOX-loaded nanoassemblies were then prepared by the following method: DOX·HCl, dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF) containing triethylamine, was pre-mixed with a tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution containing PCL–P2VP before it was added dropwise to the aqueous solution containing FA–M13. The solution was vigorously stirred at room temperature overnight, and the samples were purified via filtration and centrifugation to remove unloaded DOX and free M13 particles. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of DOX-loaded particles before purification is shown in Fig. 3(a). After the particles were purified (by filtration and centrifugation), less free M13 was observed in solution and resulted in a more homogenous particle surface, while the size of the particles remained approximately the same (Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)). As visualized by TEM and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), the DOX-loaded FA–M13–PCL–P2VP had a spherical shape with a mean size of 200–250 nm. This result is consistent with that obtained by dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements (Fig. 3(d)), which was 221 nm ± 64 nm. The size of the particle can be controlled by altering the mass ratio of M13 to the polymer. Generally, the size of the particles increased as the polymer concentration increased. The size distribution remained narrow even when the particle size was increased. However, smaller particle sizes are preferable because they can be more efficiently taken up by cells.

With the encapsulation of DOX into the particle, we found that the loading of DOX did not have a significant influence on the morphology, zeta potential, size, or size distribution of FA–M13–PCL–P2VP particles, but more aggregation was observed. The encapsulation efficiency (EE) and loading capacity (LC) were also investigated. The EE represents the percentage of DOX loaded in particles with respect to
the initial amount of DOX used to prepare the DOX-loaded particles, which was 49 wt.% ± 2 wt.%, while the LC is expressed as a percentage of the amount of loaded-DOX relative to the amount of nanoparticles, which was 11 wt.% ± 0.5 wt.%. The reproducibility of the EE and LC values was satisfactory, showing narrow variation with a low standard deviation (data not shown).

Additionally, the surface charge properties of the nanoassemblies were evaluated after removing the excess M13 from the solution [54, 55]. As shown in Table 1, the zeta potential value increased upon the assembly of M13 or FA–M13 and polymer as compared to the pure M13 or FA–M13 under the same pH conditions. Loading of DOX into the particles did not significantly affect the zeta potential value of the particles. As reported in the literature, if the zeta potential value is greater than 30 mV, the particles are generally considered stable regardless of the charge type [56]. These results indicated that the polymer–M13 assemblies were relatively stable, which was also confirmed using TEM, which showed that the nanoassemblies were stable for up to 4 weeks at a storage temperature of 2–8 °C. DOX-loaded FA–M13–PCL–P2VP, however, was stable at room temperature for about 1–2 weeks, after which time precipitation was

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample (pH 7.8)</th>
<th>(\zeta) (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M13</td>
<td>-22.64 ± 1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA–M13</td>
<td>-25.62 ± 0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M13–PCL–P2VP</td>
<td>-36.25 ± 1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FA–M13–PCL–P2VP</td>
<td>-32.79 ± 1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOX–FA–M13–PCL–P2VP</td>
<td>-30.35 ± 2.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3  TEM images of DOX-loaded M13–PCL–P2VP taken (a) before and (b) after purification. Less free M13 particles were observed after the purification resulted in cleaner core–shell assemblies. (c) Field emission SEM (FESEM) image of the spherical nanoassemblies after purification. (d) Particle size and size distribution from DLS. The removal of excess M13 had no effect on the overall size of the particles.
evident. After analyzing the samples by TEM, spherical particles were still observed. The results suggest that DOX may slowly diffuse out and precipitate in the aqueous solution.

2.2 In vitro DOX release from pH-sensitive particles

The pH-dependent DOX release profiles from the pH-responsive M13–PCL–P2VP were examined by dialysis against buffer at different pH values (Fig. 4). For the DOX-loaded particles, beyond the initial burst, a slower release of the drug was observed at approximately 9 h resulting in a sustained drug release in comparison to the rapid release of unloaded DOX. The DOX release rate at pH 5.0 was faster, with greater than 70% released within 12 h, indicating the pH-sensitive nature of FA–M13–PCL–P2VP assemblies [57, 58]. In addition, no spherical particles were observed by TEM after dialysis against buffer at pH 5. The burst release of DOX was observed within 2 h when free DOX was used. We rationalize that with the decrease of pH of the external environment, the pyridine units in PCL–P2VP are protonated and thus lead to the deformation of the particles and allow a rapid release of DOX to the external environment.

Figure 4 Drug release profiles of DOX-loaded M13–PCL–P2VP at different pH. DOX solution was used as a control

2.3 Cellular uptake of DOX from pH-sensitive particles

In order to investigate the selective targeting ability of the particles, KB cells and HMSCs were employed as folate receptor positive (FR+) cells and folate receptor negative (FR−) cells, respectively. The intracellular localization of free DOX and DOX-loaded M13–PCL–P2VP was visualized using confocal laser scanning microscopy. For KB cells, the cellular uptake of DOX was significantly higher in FA–M13–PCL–P2VP compared with M13–PCL–P2VP due to folate receptor-mediated endocytosis (Fig. 5(a)). For free DOX, red fluorescence was observed only in nuclei, whereas for DOX-loaded particles the signal was found in both cytoplasm and nuclei. After 24 h, most of the nanoassembly-derived DOX molecules were distributed in the cell nuclei in a similar manner to that of free DOX, resulting in stronger DOX fluorescence (Fig. 5(b)). The rapid accumulation of DOX-loaded FA–M13–PCL–P2VP in the cells is likely to occur via folate receptor-mediated endocytosis due to the presence of folate receptors on the surface of KB cells [47, 48].

The distribution of DOX in HMSCs was also examined. Due to the lack of folate receptors, HMSCs displayed a weak fluorescence signal after incubating with either M13–PCL–P2VP or FA–M13–PCL–P2VP. This observation suggests that there was less cellular uptake of particles in HMSCs compared to KB cells, and the folate-conjugated M13–PCL–P2VP has the ability to specifically target folate receptor-overexpressed tumor cells for the delivery of therapeutics and imaging motifs.

The results of cellular uptake of DOX-loaded particles were further confirmed by cell sorting analysis. After the cells were incubated with the particles at 37 °C for 24 h, they were extensively washed, detached, and then subjected to flow cytometry. The blank cells were used as controls. As depicted in Fig. 5(c), KB cells exhibited a higher uptake of DOX-loaded FA–M13–PCL–P2VP than HMSCs, indicating the selective targeting of the particles. Notably, KB cells also showed a higher uptake of DOX-loaded FA–M13–PCL–P2VP than of free DOX, which is consistent with the observations obtained from confocal microscopy analysis (Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)). Again, the presence of folate units on the surface of the assemblies facilitated the cell uptake. If the particles cannot be endocytosed by cells, they will remain in the interstitial space [59], which will be removed after several washes with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) buffer.
Figure 5  Confocal microscopic images of HMSCs and KB cells incubated with DOX, DOX-loaded M13–PCL–P2VP, and DOX-loaded FA–M13–PCL–P2VP at an equivalent DOX concentration of 1 μg/mL at 37 °C after 2 h (a) and 24 h (b). The blue nuclei of cells were stained with 4’, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). (c) Shows a flow cytometric analysis of KB cells (left) and HMSCs (right) incubated at 37 °C for 24 h with (a) no treatment, (b) DOX-loaded M13–PCL–P2VP, (c) unloaded DOX, and (d) DOX-loaded FA–M13–PCL–P2VP. The concentration of DOX was 1 μg/mL.
2.4 Cytotoxicity studies

The cytotoxicity effects of DOX-loaded nanoassemblies were evaluated using KB cells and HMSCs via CellTiter-Blue Cell Viability Assay. Both types of cells were treated with blank M13–PCL–P2VP, free DOX, and DOX-loaded M13–PCL–P2VP for 24 h with an equivalent concentration of DOX. As shown in Fig. 6, both the KB cells and HMSCs displayed high cell viability while grown with the unloaded particles, indicating that the particles are not toxic to the cells. On the other hand, both cells showed indistinguishable cell viabilities when treated with free DOX. DOX-loaded FA–M13–PCL–P2VP showed a higher cytotoxicity compared to free DOX towards KB cells. However, the same particles showed less cytotoxicity against HMSCs, thereby demonstrating the selective cytotoxicity of the DOX-loaded FA–M13–PCL–P2VP particles. These results demonstrated the high selectivity of FA–M13 decorated particles, as well as the ability to effectively deliver therapeutic agents.

3. Experimental

3.1 Materials

Doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX·HCl) was obtained from Zhejiang Sunrise Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd. The PCL–P2VP copolymer was from Polymer Source, Inc., with $M_n$ (P2VP) = 20,900, $M_n$ (PCL) = 35,400, and $M_w/M_n = 1.8$. NHS, EDC, and folic acid were purchased from VWR Scientific. Solutions of resazurin were purchased from Promega as the CellTiter-Blue Cell Viability Assay kit, and were used according to the manufacturer’s instructions. RPMI 1640 without folic acid and Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). KB cells and HMSCs were obtained from ATCC. Triethylamine was dried by distillation over potassium hydroxide prior to use. Potassium phosphate buffer (0.01 mol/L, pH 7.8) was used throughout the experiments unless otherwise specified. TEM analyses were carried out by depositing 10 µL of sample onto a 100-mesh carbon-coated copper grid for 5 min. The grid was then stained with 10 µL of 2% uranyl acetate and visualized with a Hitachi H-800 TEM electron microscope. For the SEM analyses, the sample was dried overnight and coated with gold, and the images recorded using a Quanta 200 Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (ESEM, Quanta 200 FEI). DLS analysis was performed using a submicron particle sizer (Autodilute™ Model 370). Fluorescent microscopy was performed on Olympus IX 86. MALDI–MS analysis was performed using a Bruker Ultraflex I time-of-flight (TOF)/TOF mass spectrometer. The particle charge was measured as zeta potential using a Z-Potential Analyzer (Brookhaven Instruments Corporation). The measurement was performed after dilution of the particles with nanopure water to reach the maximum requirement of the instrument.

3.2 Preparation and characterization of folate-conjugated M13 (FA–M13)

The carboxylate group of folic acid was activated by NHS and EDC as described earlier [52, 60, 61]. Briefly,
a solution of folic acid, EDC, and sulfo-NHS (in a molar ratio of 1:1.1:2.5) in anhydrous dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (1 mL) was prepared and stirred in the dark at room temperature for 30 min. The activated folic acid solution (200 µL) was then added to a viral suspension in 1 mL buffer. Following an overnight incubation at 4 °C, the reaction mixture was dialyzed against buffer for 48 h to remove excess free folic acid. The successful folate-conjugated M13 was analyzed using MALDI–TOF. A solution of M13 (1 mg/mL, 24 µL) was denatured by incubating with guanidinium chloride (6.0 mol/L, 6 µL) for 5 min at room temperature. Millipore ZipTip-C18® tips were used to remove salts. The denatured protein was spotted onto a MALDI plate and subjected to analysis by a Bruker Ultraflex I TOF/TOF mass spectrometer. MS grade 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid with 0.1% TFA was used as the matrix.

### 3.3 Preparation and characterization of DOX-loaded M13–PCL–P2VP

Doxorubicin hydrochloride (1 mg) in 1 mL of DMF was stirred with 3 equiv. of triethylamine in the dark at room temperature for 2 h to obtain a DOX base. The DOX base solution (125 µL) was then mixed with a solution of PCL–P2VP in THF (2 mg/mL, 125 µL). Then, a premixed DOX solution in polymer was slowly added to a solution of FA–M13 in buffer and stirred overnight. The mass ratio of M13 to PCL–P2VP was 1:5, whereas the solvent ratio of buffer to THF was 19:1. Free DOX was removed from FA–M13–PCL–P2VP by filtration through a 0.2 µm syringe filter. The particles were further purified via centrifugation at 10,000 r/min for 7 min. This step was repeated several times, and the final pellet was resuspended in buffer as the final product. DOX-loaded M13–PCL–P2VP was then quantified photometrically at 488 nm, using an extinction coefficient of 11,500 L·mol⁻¹·cm⁻¹. The EE and the LC were calculated by equation (1) and (2), respectively, assuming that there was no mass loss during purification

\[
EE = \frac{(a - b)}{a} \quad (1)
\]
\[
LC = \frac{(a - b)}{c} \quad (2)
\]

where \(a\) is the total mass of initial DOX in solution, \(b\) is mass of free DOX, and \(c\) is the mass of FA–M13–PCL–P2VP [62].

### 3.4 DOX release experiments

Free DOX and DOX-loaded particles were transferred to a dialysis tube (cut-off molecular mass: 3500 Da) and immersed in a tube containing phosphate buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4) or 0.1 mol/L acetate buffer (pH 5.0) at 37 °C while stirring gently. At specific time intervals, aliquots of the solution in the dialysis bag were withdrawn and subjected to photometric assay at 485 nm. Fresh medium was replaced after every measurement. The experiment was performed in triplicate, and the average value is reported.

### 3.5 Cell culture

KB cells, which overexpress folate receptors, and HMSCs, which lack folate receptors, were used in the study. KB cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 medium without folic acid, and with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin [46, 47]. HMSCs were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Cells were grown at 37 °C with 5% CO₂. Cells were plated at a density of \(1.5 \times 10^5\) cell/mL, 24 h prior to the experiment. Then the medium was replaced with 1 mL of fresh medium containing (a) DOX, (b) DOX-loaded M13–PCL–P2VP, or (c) DOX-loaded FA–M13–PCL–P2VP while maintaining a constant DOX concentration. After 24 h, the growth medium was removed, and cells were washed three times with PBS. After fixation in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 20 min at room temperature, cells were washed three times with PBS again. Later, cells were stained with DAPI reagent for 10 min followed by several washes with PBS. Finally, cells were mounted on a microscope slide and visualized using a confocal microscope.

### 3.6 In vitro flow cytometry study

KB cells and HMSCs (\(1 \times 10^6\) cell/well) were cultured in a 6-well plate. After 24 h, the medium was replaced by fresh medium containing (a) DOX, (b) DOX-loaded M13–PCL–P2VP, or (c) DOX-loaded FA–M13–PCL–P2VP while maintaining a constant DOX concentration. After 24 h, the medium was removed, and cells were
washed three times with serum free medium. The cells were trypsinized, washed three times with PBS buffer, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, and washed three times with PBS buffer. After the cells were resuspended in fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) buffer, cell fluorescence was measured by flow cytometry.

### 3.7 Cytotoxicity assay

Cell viability was determined using the conventional CellTiter-Blue assay. Briefly, each cell was seeded on a 96-well plate reader at a density of $1.5 \times 10^4$ cell/mL. After 24 h of incubation (37 °C, 5% CO2), the medium was replaced with 100 µL of fresh medium containing various concentrations of samples. After 24 h of incubation, CellTiter-Blue solution (20 µL) was added to each well and incubated for another 4 h. The fluorescence was measured on a Spectramax Gemini EM spectrophotometer with an excitation wavelength of 560 nm and an emission wavelength of 590 nm.

### 4. Conclusion

We have successfully developed DOX-loaded pH-responsive FA–M13–PCL–P2VP nanoassemblies that are stable under physiological conditions but dissociated under an acidic environment. DOX-loaded particles show noticeable antitumor selectivity compared to free DOX. Reduced cellular uptake in HMSCs compared to KB cells demonstrates the selectivity of the particles. Our method of preparation of nanoassemblies provides a simple way of controlling particle size, encapsulating hydrophobic drugs, and targeting specific tumor cells. We believe that these features demonstrate that such nanoassemblies are attractive for the design of antitumor agents and can provide a new strategy for future in vivo use.
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